SUCTION CUP
SUCTION CUP (NON—MARKING TYPE)
—FLAT / BELLOWS—

Features
As it does not contain the silicone component contained in rubber or mold releasing agents, it suppresses suction marking.

VC—SPS (Flat)
No.5 No.10 No.15 No.20
No.25 No.30 No.35 No.40

VC—HSPS (Bellows)
No.3 No.5 No.9 No.14 No.20 No.25

SUCTION METAL FITTINGS
SUCTION BRACKET (NON—MARKING TYPE)

Applicable cup type
Weight (g)*1
L H d C M×P Part Number Stroke Unit price

VC—SPS VC—HSPS 6×4 22 47 13 4 10.2 MEXP0.8 VC—KNGM 5 10 (Quotation)

Please check with our WOS for the purchase order that exceeds the displayed quantity.

VC—KNGM

Suction brackets can be connected with a tube.

Example
Suction brackets can be connected with a tube.